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Flat wrap razor wire is a new type of razor wire fence. Unlike concertina razor wire, the flat wrap razor 

wire is fabricated by a single strand of razor wire but clipped to make the flat sheet in a vertical 

direction.

The application of high-tensile steel wire makes flat razor wires extremely sturdy. Various blades are 

available for the flat wrap to meet different satisfactions at Skyhall Fence.

Plan to upgrade any existing fences or concrete walls to get higher security? The economical but 

effective flat razor wire will be a perfect choice.

  SKYHALL  Fence
We Make Fence Ideal~

FLAT WRAP
Upgrade Existing Fences or Concrete Walls to 

a Higher Security Level With Flat Wrap.
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We make fence idea!

HEIGHT CORE WIRE DIAMETER RAZOR BLADE THICKNESS RAZOR TYPE

500

600

750

FLAT WRAP

SURFACE TREATMENT

PRE HOT DIPPED GALVANIZED
SS316
SS304
SS410

2.0-2.5 0.3-0.6

BTO-10
BTO-22
BTO-25
BTO-30
CBT-60
CBT-65

The flat wrap razor wires will help to improve the security of the previous

traditional fences by the sharp blades. That will effectively prevent any

intruders and provide expected protection to the owners inside.

It’s easy to fix the flat wrap coil onto existing metal fences like palisade

fences, chain link fences, or even concrete walls. Additionally, its neat

appearance will balance the aesthetics and function perfectly.

Flat wrap wires in different diameters are available to meet different

needs, and you may also make a practical choice among various blades.

The flat razor wires are pre hot dipped galvanized to fight against

corrosion and provide longer service.

SKYHALL® Fence was established to provide a one-stop solution for metal fencing products,  such as security fences,  temporary fences,  decorative  

fences, and pedestrian fences to accomplish our customers’ fencing projects at the lowest costs and the highest reliability. If you want to know more 

about us, please visit our website www.skyhallfence.com    
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CUSTOMIZED specifications acceptable.

HIGH SECURITY EASY INSTALLATION
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